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Predictability	

UX Key Principals!

Accessibility	



Accessibility!

Low	Vision 	• 	No	Vision	 	• 	Physical	Disabili8es	 	• 	Dyslexia		
	



Accessibility - Devices!



Accessibility - Responsive!
Desktop	

Mobile	



Accessibility - Responsive!



Ask Yourself!

1.  Who is this target audience of this site?!
2.  What is the most important thing on the page?!
3.  What do I want the user to do next?!



Good Design = Predictability & Usability !

•  Identify your audience!
•  Create a content hierarchy!
•  Separate content!
•  Be consistent!
•  Avoid dead ends  !
•  Properly set user expectations!



External Audience!
•  How	do	you	want	them	to	

feel?	
•  Segment	your	audience	to	

help	them	find	the	right	path	
•  Consider	fresh	content	such	

as	news	or	events	
•  Give	them	a	clear	call	to	

ac8on	



Internal Audience!
•  Does	the	image	help	them	

find	what	they’re	looking	for?	
If	not,	remove	it.	

•  Offer	resources	they	may	be	
looking	for	



Common Mistakes!
!
No Hierarchy!
No Separation!
No Consistency !



!
Identify Hierarchy!
Separate Content!
Be Consistent!



Properly set expectations !

VS.	

Internal	link	 External	link	



Things you can do today!

If	it	looks	good	it	is	good.*	



Avoid 100% Width!



Separate Content !



Separate Content!



Avoid dead ends!



Don't let your right column be 
longer than your left!



Crop your image!



You don’t always need an image!



Use descriptive “alt” tags!



Don’t put text in your image!



Icons can say sometimes more than images!



Low Hanging Fruit!

Design!
•  Don't let your right column be longer than your left!
•  Do you even need that image... Use images only when an image 

makes sense !
•  Don’t put text in your image!
•  Use icons when they make sense !
•  Don't be afraid of a white space in a list... you can scan a single 

column faster than 3!



Low Hanging Fruit!
Best practice…!
•  One H1 per page!
•  Use descriptive link text as opposed to "read more" !
•  Write more descriptive alt tags!
•  Predictable and proper use of arrow vs. external links!
•  Don’t use underlines!
•  Avoid repetition!
!
Remember…!
•  Identify your primary call to action and design your page around that heiarchy!
•  Edit your text and be brutal... "Welcome to my site" "On this site you'll find"... don't 

self evangelize  !
•  Avoid repetition!
•  Go back and watch Wendy’s Presentation!



Testing!

1.  Who is this target audience of this site?!
2.  What is the most important thing on the page?!
3.  What do I do next?!



For more Information 
med.stanford.edu/web/websites.html!


